sor Applications
ES

Widely used for both industrial and
marine applications, the ES Is a
se nsor offe red In a range of
materials which Include Mild Ste el,
Brass, Stain less Ste e l (316). The
s e nsor has a 3/4" BSP fe male
coupling for easy installation to the
storage vessel.

LANDON
KINGSWAY
TANK GAUGE EQUIPMENT

SM
As with the ES the SM Is used for
both Industrial and marine
applications and can also be
manufactured from the same range
of materials. The SM sensor has been
designed for the measure ment of
highly viscous liquids that would
tend to congeal within the chamber
of an enclosed type se nsor.

GAUGE/ GAUGE + LK10
The LK10 is a two wire 4•20mA
transmitter which hcK been designed
for the Industrial market. The LK10 Is
simply coupled to a sensor�• length
of capillary allowing it to be mounted
close by if required or if In the ewnt
of a haz:ardous area the capillary can
be extended to allow mounting In •
safe area.
As the LK10 operates on the nme
inert gas system as the hydrostatic
gauge the two can be coupled
toge ther to gi v e both g•uge
indication and a 4-20mA signal �
the gauge giving a continuous
out local ly the LK10 c•n oper
analogue indicators at • distance
while also giving a 4-20mA signal to•
B.M.S. Additional Ite ms •s trllt
amplifiers can also be wired Into the
current loop for switching or alarm.

IS and IS (T)
The IS and IS (T) are internal sensors
for Industrial and marine uses.
Materials of conrtruction are as used
for types ES/SM. These sensors are
Ideal for use on t<1nks where the
only access is via manhole covers.

IS and IS (T)
The IS and IS (T) are internal sensors
for industrial and marine uses
Materials of construction are as used
for types ES/SM. These sensors are
Ideal for use on tanks where the
only access Is via manhole covers.
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400 SERIES Gauge +400
The 400 series can give llrigle or .. _..,_•-•
level switching when coupled to a
by a length of capillary. Typicll
arrangements for this type of
are for High/Low ala,m or JJU1111
operation. The precision mlcfo NlclllW
are rated 250V-1 o An1>1- Couping'400 series 10 a contents gM,ge lhowa
visual display of tank contanll wtllle
giving all the options of JJUll1I conllOI OI
High/low level ala,m contacll.

